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Rules
followed by HHSGGE, AGU, GSA, and many others

• 12 min talk time (cannot be exceeded under any circumstances; except grad defenses check with advisor)
• 3 min questions and answers + transition
• 12-15 slides
• Spend about 1 minute per slide

Include illustrations that support your story
Motivation+intro [it is not known how far Moon is from Earth, to refine the orbital calculations an accurate distance needs to be known]

- What is the question you try to answer
- Why should anyone care about it

Prior research

- What is currently known about this topic [distance is about 400,000 km based on triangulation]
  - No need to review everything

Field area

- Where is your field work done, pertinent info about it

Methods

- How do you collect your data (field methods) [bounce a laser off the moon, measure time of travel]
- How do you analyze your data (math+analyses) [speed of light is constant multiply this with the travel time]

Results (for a proposal give expected results) [distance varies from 356,400-406,700 km]

- Present your findings
- (for a proposal: based on my preliminary analyses and the prior work the distance will likely be variable)

Discussion

- How do these results compare to other prior published results

Conclusions [the distance to moon is not constant and varies between 356,400-406,700 km, this changes all the calculations on Moon and Earth orbits]

- What is the take home message

Acknowledgements [This research was possible thanks to the Moon Monkey who held the mirror in the moon]

- Who do you want to recognize for helping you
- Should be short and to the point
- Seldom includes people who did not directly contribute to the research

The red text about the Moon is largely made up (not facts based) to illustrate what goes to each section
No nos, and yes yeses

• Do not waste a slide for an outline, unless you plan to do something unexpected
• Intro+prior research needs to be short; Methods+results+conclusions should take most of the space
• Make sure to have a clear research question in your intro/motivation section
• Include important references in the text (name and year). Full references are seldom included at the end of the talk. They can be found in your written document.
• If your research clearly lends itself for hypothesis testing include the hypothesis in the intro+motivation
• Many geological studies do not lend themselves for clear hypothesis testing and therefore do not include such statement
• Just listing a name of a computer program is not an adequate explanation of methods (example: I will determine when the next large Earth quake will hit Los Angeles by using Excel spreadsheet. You need to explain the math or methods [the software just automates and simplifies the calculations and usually it’s name is immaterial])
Text and font

• Large enough font (this is 32, >28 easy to read, don’t go under 20, this is 12)
• Small amount of text per slide (like this slide)
• Use bullets
• Use dark background (dark blue) and light lettering (yellow or white)

Use dark background (dark blue) and light lettering (yellow or white)
Talk and delivery

• Keep your **audience in mind** => explain the science so that everyone can understand at least the basics
• Face the audience
• Do **not** just **read the slides** out loud, but explain the bullets with simple clear manner
• Make **eye contact** with people in all sections of the room
• Mean what you say, **feel** your talk
• Do not stand behind the podium
  – Walk
  – Use your hands
  – (but don’t go overboard with this)
• Know your stuff, be confident, but humble
• Use varying voice to emphasize and structure the talk
• Be **excited** about your topic!

*Apple a day keeps Condor animated*
Figures, graphs, and tables

- Figures need to have caption, axes labels, and legible font
- Verbally explain the axes and what the figure shows
- Explain what the audience is supposed to understand from the figure
- Avoid large tables with small font

Moraine Canyon Antarctica

Air and soil temperatures Jan - Aug/2011
Take home message

• Clear, legible slides
• Exciting, animated delivery
• Proper use of illustrations/pictures
• Practice, practice, practice

• You will do great!